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SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
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JUNE 9

DAY ONE

10:00am–11:00am
Room: PT 103

WELCOME & OPEN

JUNE 9

DAY ONE

9:00am–11:00am

CHECK IN

11:15am–12:15pm

SESSION TIME BLOCK 1

10:00am–11:00am

WELCOME & PERFORMANCE BY LIVING CLASSROOMS YOUTH

Room: PT 103

11:15am–12:15pm

SESSION TIME BLOCK 1

12:15am–1:30pm

LUNCH
Hey Independent! Discouraged by lack of support to you as a business? Let’s talk.

1:45pm–2:45pm

SESSION TIME BLOCK 2

3:00pm–4:00pm

SESSION TIME BLOCK 3

4:15pm– 5:15 pm

SESSION TIME BLOCK 4

LAND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS IN MARYLAND: A TOOLKIT FOR CHANGE
Presenter: Ryan Koons, Rico Newman | Maryland State Arts Council
This session provides participants with conceptual tools to create and understand the
importance of land acknowledgements as a social justice practice in the place now called
Maryland. Increasingly popular in arts and cultural heritage contexts, land acknowledgments
are statements that recognize Indigenous peoples dispossessed of their relationships with land
by settler colonists. Land acknowledgment statements are a way to acknowledge Indigenous
sovereignty and correct the inaccurate impression that Native peoples no longer exist in
Maryland. The session draws on public materials from the Maryland State Arts Council (MSAC)
Land Acknowledgement Project, in which MSAC staff engaged in compensated consultations
with tribal elders from American Indian tribes whose lands are claimed by Maryland. Session
participants will encounter Indigenous histories and worldviews, review maps, and learn
introductory concepts and terms from Indigenous Studies. They will leave with a clearer
understanding of how land acknowledgements can be an effective starting place, how to
research and deliver them, and how to move beyond land acknowledgements towards positive
change led by tribal peoples. The session is designed for both individuals and organizations.

5:30pm–7:00pm

ARTIST BAZAAR NIGHT MARKET
Room: 107

FINDING AND APPLYING FOR GRANTS AND RESIDENCIES:
A WORKSHOP FOR EMERGING LITERARY ARTISTS
Presenter: Arao Ameny
This workshop is open to all Independent Artists (artists, teaching artists, producing and
presenting, public art) in any genre. In this workshop, we will go over what an effective
artist statement, résumé, and artist bio looks like to strengthen your applications for grants,
and residencies. Second, we will go over a list of resources outlining where you can find
grants, residences, fellowships, and other opportunities for independent artists, especially
opportunities for emerging literary artists.

Room: 132

“ARTIVISM”–TEACHING SOCIAL PRACTICE THROUGH CREATIVE LEARNING
Presenter: Eileen Cave
At Arts’tination, PGAHC offers creative learning through its workshop series using the Social
Justice anchors of identity, diversity, justice and action to guide topics. Participants will briefly
explore three workshop programs: Infinite Creativity: Inspired by Yayoi Kusama, Patterns in
Nature: Inspired by Walter Anderson and Alma Thomas, and Artful Meditations, as examples of
an arts organization achieving social impact and SEL recovery. The hands-on artmaking exercises
and shared resources will provide participants with a sample of takeaways to engage their own
communities. Explore the seven motifs, color theory and more, no artistic skills are required!

Room: 234

BUILDING ELECTRONIC PAPER CIRCUITS ON OUR WAY TO
INTERACTIVE MEDIA ART
Presenter: Ivy Daniels | Prince George’s County Public Schools
Paper circuits make use of familiar craft materials such as paper, tape, and stickers to build
projects that can come to life through the power of circuitry. Learners can use these materials
as a friendly on-ramp into a new world of physical computing in the arts. Because paper is such
a flexible artistic medium, combining it with circuits expands ideas about what technology can
look and feel like, nurturing artistic creativity and personal expression. During this session,
participants will explore the world of paper circuits through hands-on activities using simple
circuit and parallel circuit templates, circuit stickers (surface-mounted LEDs in a reusable
sticker form factor), and copper tape, integrated into their own artwork. Attendees will be able
to construct a working circuit, understand how electrons flow and know that paper circuits can
be a gateway to inspiration and understanding for those students who are interested in using
technology as an art material through inexpensive and readily available art materials.

JUNE 10

DAY TWO

10:00am–11:00am

SESSION TIME BLOCK 5

11:15am–12:15pm

SESSION TIME BLOCK 6

12:15am–1:30pm

LUNCH
“The Truth in This Art” Live at UMBC

12:00pm–2:30pm

ARTIST BAZAAR HOURS

2:00pm–3:00pm

CLOSING & PERFORMANCE BY AFRO HOUSE

maryland arts summit 2022
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SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
11:15am–12:15pm

SESSION TIME BLOCK 1

Room: 229

THE LION’S SIDE: THE UTILIZATION OF STORYTELLING FOR
TRANSFORMATION IN ARTS & HEALTH
Presenter: David O. Fakunle
The workshop will take participants through the basics of storytelling, as well as provide
opportunity to practice the skills and concepts introduced. Additionally, the workshop would
navigate participants through public health, its purpose and why now is the time for more
involvement from the arts and culture sector. By the end of the workshop, participants should
be convinced they are all storytellers, think more critically about the stories they tell, and be
encouraged to elevate the public health impact of their creative work.

Room: 108

MAKING SPACE FOR THE ARTS: USING AND SHARING RESOURCES
Presenter: Allison Weiss, Shanye Huang, Doug Peach | Sandy Spring Museum
How do Sandy Spring Museum and folk artists collaborate to create public programs using the
museum’s resources and the artists’ creative energy? We share our staff expertise, and facility
and equipment with artists who have ideas to share with a larger audience. What results are
exhibits, performances, workshops, etc that are created with the artist maintaining control over
the end product. It’s not that these are unique programs in a museum setting. What is unusual
is our process of sharing resources and authority. We support artists in whatever way they wish:
We help artists write grants. We provide marketing assistance. We help them realize their ideas.
And our newest service is a Digital Folklife Lab filled with equipment that is available for free use
by folk artists. We will present from both the perspective of the museum and the artist how this
arrangement works and what each side needs to contribute. We also will engage the audience
to learn more about what resources artists are looking for. Our goals are (1) to bring awareness
to our collaborate programming model so more artists will benefit; (2) to learn more about what
resources will benefit potential collaborators; (3) to inspire other arts organizations to be open
to the idea of shared authority.

12:15pm–1:30pm
Room: 234

LUNCH

1:45pm–2:45pm

SESSION TIME BLOCK 2

Room: 108

ENHANCING COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT THROUGH THE ARTS
Presenter: Ann Bracken, Linda Joy Burke, Liz Henzey |
Wilde Readings Poetry Series, Columbia Art Center
Join Wilde Readings Poetry Series hosts Ann Bracken and Linda Joy Burke and Columbia
Art Center’s director Liz Henzey for a discussion of their collaborative venture to engage the
community with literature and visual arts. They will share the ins and outs of running a literary
reading series and how they work together to share space and expand the network of arts’
audiences in Howard County and beyond.

Room: 229
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Room: 234

BUILDING A PUBLIC NARRATIVE: ROAD TO TA LEADERSHIP
Presenters: Denise Jones, Jennifer Ridgeway
This session will take participants on a journey of building a public narrative of leadership in arts
advocacy, from understanding core competencies of an Arts (Education) Leader; to what an effective
advocacy pitch is and how to build one; understanding stakeholders in building your sphere of
influence; to planning, structuring, and writing your pitch and call to action. Goals for this session
are to help participants to understand that they are a valuable part of the arts ecosystem, that their
voices matter in arts advocacy, that they are capable, perhaps a most important voice in elevating
needs and concerns of Teaching Artists and others in the arts ecosystem, and lastly, to impart a
roadmap for growth in arts advocacy, wherever they are now. Participant self-evaluation of achieved
goals are learning resources that help in building a broader and deeper network, and messaging that
urges policymakers to reimagine the role of Teaching Artists, arts educators, independent artists,
arts organizations, and others in the arts ecosystem, and the great economic and social contributions
which support and bring unimagined value in contributions to our communities.

Room: 132

HARMONIC JUSTICE: THE ROLE OF THE ARTS IN SOCIAL JUSTICE
Presenters: Tiffany Richardson, Chaz Salazar, Laura Colgate | National Philharmonic
In 2020, NatPhil partnered with Pretrial Justice Institute to launch our Harmonic Justice series,
an initiative that centers the topic of racial equity in classical music. This June, NatPhil’s team
of panelists will lead a panel session reviewing our journey within Harmonic Justice, centering
the topic of the arts role in social justice. Modeled after our existing Harmonic Justice Town
Hall events, our Maryland Arts Summit session will begin with a panel discussion that folds in
community members to be a vibrant part of our session. We strive to use this opportunity to
bring the broader Maryland arts community into this conversation and, more importantly, into
this work. Through key partnerships and community, our efforts are amplified, and this session
provides the Maryland arts community a safe space to engage with this topic. We will discuss
how arts organizations and artists can begin this work themselves, and meaningfully engage their
community with their work. Following the session, we will provide a survey with key questions
and prompts for reflection about the areas discussed to be shared anonymously with NatPhil.
Additionally, this survey can be used within participants’ own organizations and community spaces.

Room: 123

MUSEUMS IN THE METAVERSE: SUSTAINABLE COLLECTIONS
MANAGEMENT, DEEP SPATIAL DATA AND DIGITAL TWINS
Presenters: Aaron Rice
The current process of collections information management, digitization, archiving and conservation
at community based museum exhibits is slow, costly, and can’t scale. Nobody benefits from a
collection that is not seen and not accessible no matter how significant the objects are sitting in
the storage room. How do you measure engagement with collections when museum stakeholders
face root problems like staffing and recruiting that undermine efforts to grow, optimize, or transition
their exhibits? Some people think of museums as these old stuffy places where old things go to die
that nobody cares about. Creating a “Metaverse Ready,” 3D Digital Twin of the museum and its
exhibitions expands the circle of knowledge exchange and it is a form of online virtual tourism. The
golden opportunity of the pandemic was for every institution to create a Digital Twin that enables
museums to extend the stories, the life and the metadata of exhibits by scanning them today,
archiving securely in the cloud and sharing “same day, VR ready” Digital Twins with everyone from
scholars, visitors, members, students, staff and people all over the world who are just looking for the
best ways to experience your museum. At the end of the day it’s all about impact.

Room: 107

AFRO DIASPORIC MAROON ARTS FROM THE SURINAME RAINFOREST
Presenters: Adiante Franszoon | Woodcarver
I learned wood carving from my father, and uncles, descendants of Africans who escaped
from slavery and settled in the rainforests in Suriname on the north coast of South America. In
Baltimore, during the past 40 years I have continued to carve and adapt my craft to make furniture,
wall art, jewelry and other items. In this session I will show slides and videos of Saamaka (my tribal
group) Maroons carving, embroidery and other crafts, music and dance, as well as my own work
and demonstrate my carving technique. In this session I will describe my journey as an artist and
traditional craftsperson. I will also demonstrate carving and show slides of the Suriname interior.
My goal is to increase participant’s knowledge and understanding of this unique tradition of
Surinamese Maroons- a not well known aspect of the African Diaspora. I hope to inspire other
crafts people in their work, and arts organizations to include my work and similar in exhibitions and
installations. We will ask participants to complete a survey following the session.

HEY INDEPENDENT! DISCOURAGED BY LACK OF SUPPORT FOR YOU AS
A BUSINESS? LET’S TALK.
Presenter: Jennifer Ridgway, Denise Jones, Khaleshia Thorpe Price
Independent artists are small businesses who straddle the for-profit and non-profit world in their
accounting. This complicates their personal and business finances, making them a vulnerable
population experiencing obstacles without the traditional employee benefits of healthcare
contributions, pensions, sick leave, and the security of tenure. In this session, participants will
consider, How might Maryland’s Commerce Department and other policy makers and state
leaders provide sustaining support to its creative entrepreneurs who operate as small businesses?

GOT ART? YOUTH-LED PANEL ON ARTS EQUITY
Presenter: Bmore Youth Arts Advocacy Council (BYAAC): Grey Dylan, J’Naya Harris, Carrie
Snowden, Dinell Boyd, Belladonna Boateng,Gabriella Caba, and Barri Senaé Moore
We are members of the Baltimore Youth Arts Advocacy Council (BYAAC), a program of Arts Every
Day. We are a group of eight youth creatives dedicated to fighting for the Arts in Baltimore City
Public Schools. We want all children to have experience with the arts no matter where they live or
what school they attend. This is a call for equity in order to give students their right to the arts.
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3:00pm–4:00pm

SESSION TIME BLOCK 3

Room: 132

THE ROLE OF THE VISUAL DESIGNER IN TODAY’S CONTEMPORARY
SOCIETY
Presenter: Boutzie R
The nature of the session will explore how the creative process of the visual designer will
ultimately shape the progression of our contemporary society. Giving insight as to how the
visual designer role is the same as the carpenter’s role. Our creative process helps lay the
foundation to foster better efficient living systems for our world. Researching and conducting
experiments that will shed light through various forms of visual communication; the emotional
and psychological behaviors within our communities. Helping the visual designer (artist)
understand their role in society through their own creative process.

Room: 107

FADE TO BLUE: PHOTOGRAPHY MEETS COMMUNITY MEETS
PRESERVATION PROJECT
Presenter: Michael Hunter Thompson
Learn how a local photographer’s idea to take a photo inside his empty, vandalized high school
brought together the community in which it served for generations. Allegany High School on
Sedgwick Street in Cumberland, Maryland served its community for almost a century. A new
facility was built in 2018 and the old building sat vacant, awaiting demolition for four years.
Michael Hunter Thompson, with the help of Allegany County Commissioners arranged a ten
day photo shoot at the school in its poor condition before it was too late. Using social media,
Thompson organized the shoots, attempting to capture a coming of age. The community
embraced the concept: Staged figures throughout the interior and exterior. Each photograph a
different cross section of high school life. Thompson had 500 alumni and former staff, from the
class of 1942–2021 participate in the images. Although the condition of the school was very poor,
the figures in the images were set up like school was in session. At its core, this is a photography
project. But once the emotional community rallied around the concept it became much more.
We will go over how the idea originated. How it got off the ground. How it became an exhibition
and inspired another with current students at the new facility. How the community stayed
engaged for two years awaiting the exhibitions. How it has became financially self sustaining
through grants, donations and sales. How it became a historical preservation project. And finally
how others could use this project as a model moving forward.

Room: 108

SPEAKING BACK TO HUNGER: POETRY X HUNGER
Presenter: Hiram Larew, Diane Wilbon Parks, Melanie Kincaid
We are asking the following questions: How can we share the multi-cultural history and practices
of visual storytelling that are dominated by euro-centric authors and make them more relevant
with new Black and Brown audiences? How can we further the conversation on contemporary,
local practices of puppetry, mask-making, and crankies with local artists in the field? And finally,
how can we merge social justice efforts and visual storytelling by bringing together activists,
cultural organizers, educators, and artists into spaces where everyone has the tools and
freedom to create collaboratively?

Room: 229

MIND YOUR BUSINESS: LEGAL AND FINANCIAL WORKSHOP FOR ARTISTS
Presenter: Adam Holofcener, Frank McNeill
In partnership with Maryland Volunteer Lawyers for the Arts, PNC Bank, Maryland Citizens for
the Arts presents Mind Your Business, a legal and financial workshop for artists. This traveling
event, presented twice a year around the state, is a symposium to help the state’s creative class
better navigate budgets, contracts, copyright laws, insurance, and more.

Room: PT 103

REPROCESSING, REBUILDING AND RECLAIMING WITH THE HEALING
POWER OF DANCE!
Presenter: Tyde-Courtney Edwards | Ballet After Dark
This trauma-informed movement series will introduce participants to the 7 fundamental steps of
ballet, dance as a tool for social impact and a screening of the short film, Ballet After Dark.

maryland arts summit 2022

Room: 234

MSAC INFO SESSION I FOR INDEPENDENT ARTISTS
Staff from the Maryland State Arts Council (MSAC) will share an overview of resources and
opportunities available to independent artists, including: Creativity Grants, Independent
Artist Awards, Heritage Awards, Folklife Apprenticeships, Public Art Across Maryland Grants,
Emergency Grants, and Professional Development Opportunity Grants. Staff will also review
the process for joining the MSAC Touring and Teaching Artist rosters, professional development
offerings, and plans resulting from a year-long process of developing an artist employment
initiative. Goals for participants include: 1) gaining a greater understanding of the opportunities
that are available through MSAC to fund or inform artists’ work; 2) making connections with MSAC
staff; 3) removing barriers to accessing public funds and resources by getting answers to questions
about MSAC opportunities. MSAC staff also hope to gain insights about the accessibility of
MSAC’s programs and the transparency of its processes through dialogue with participants.

4:15pm–5:15pm

SESSION TIME BLOCK 4

Room: 132

PUT SOME SLAM ON IT: USING THE ART OF SLAM TO LIVELY UP THE CLASS
Presenters: Olu Butterfly, Grim Jackson | DewMore Baltimore
What is a poetry slam and why do we use it? A poetry slam is a competition in which people
perform poetry before a live audience and a panel of judges. In the spirit of rap battles in hip
hop and sound clashes in reggae, it is a high energy competition where artists dig deep and go
all out inspired by their audience. Crafted and prepared pieces are judged by invited judges
or randomly selected neutral audience members and scored in a mathematically sound way.
The Points Are Not the Point. Though points are given, they are NEVER the point. It has the
appearance of a war but the competitors are on par. Dew More will give participants in this PD
everything they need to throw their own successful slam. Slam has been used successfully in
classes because the competitors/students have to dig deep into their subject matter to create
or recite pieces and bring energy and excitement to the topics.

Room: PT 103

MOVING FORWARD BY MOVING POWER AROUND: DECENTRALIZING
DECISION-MAKING AND DISMANTLING POWER STRUCTURES IN
ARTISTIC PROGRAMMING
Presenter: Katherine Offutt, Tyler Clifford, Tariq O’Meally | Flying V, The Clarice Smith
Performing Arts Center
As the arts’ world continues to turn, organizations are taking new and different strides
to prioritize equity not only with the art and artists they present, but in the ways their
administration can meaningfully alter its processes and structures. In the past few years, small
producing org Flying V, and large presenting org The Clarice Smith Performing Arts Center have
both adopted Shared Leadership models; they have moved away from traditional accountability
and power hierarchies, and intentionally distributed decision-making and leadership through
teams of staff instead individual artistic directors. During this presentation they will share the
similarities and differences in their journeys to a new type of arts leadership, the struggles and
successes they’ve encountered in implementation of Shared Leadership, and the reasons that
the model has been worthwhile for their organizations.

Room: 108

CREATIVE PLACEMAKING: INDISPENSABLE TOOL FOR
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Presenter: Deborah Patterson
You’ve probably all heard about the worldwide phenomenon of Creative Placemaking by now. If
not, this is your opportunity to understand its fascinating history, the benefits to using it as your
first step when engaging with communities of any kind or size, and why it is such an exceptional
tool for anyone seeking grassroots change that honors, respects and empowers the community
itself. Breakout groups will allow for discussion of its potential in the work you do, which in turn
will be shared with the group at large. A short Q&A will conclude the session.
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4:15pm–5:15pm

SESSION TIME BLOCK 4

Room: 107

AEMS: ARTS ADVOCACY PROGRAMMING FEEDBACK SESSION
Presenters: Peter Dayton | Arts Education in Maryland Schools
AEMS is committed to ensuring that all students in the state of Maryland have access to
high quality arts education by mobilizing power to communities through advocacy programs,
professional and leadership programs, and resource building and sharing. This past year, AEMS has
initiated a number of new programs which correspond to these different categories of community
engagement. This is an interactive opportunity for participants to not only learn about AEMS’s
latest programming, but to provide comments that can shape future iterations of these programs.
Participants will leave this session with greater knowledge of AEMS and our activities as well
having contributed vital information to improving our service within Maryland’s arts ecosystem. In
new advocacy programs, AEMS has begun two parallel volunteer efforts: the AEMS Ambassadors
program, where volunteer public arts educators offer their experience to provide feedback on
AEMS programming such as the Advocacy 101s and signal boost AEMS’s online initiatives; and the
Arts EdVisors program, where volunteers perform on-call, duties including emailing legislators
to advocate for legislation, offering testimony, and sharing advocacy information and alerts that
AEMS produces. In professional and leadership programs, AEMS piloted an Arts Educator / Artist
Campaign School in collaboration with Maryland Citizens for the Arts. This professional learning
community gave participants an opportunity to learn from experienced politicians and campaign
advisors to learn about running a successful political election. In resource-building and sharing,
AEMS has produced a series of freely available YouTube webinars entitled Advocacy 101s, where
subject experts offer their experience and insights in the practic

Room: 229

Room: 234

5:30pm–7:00pm
Room: TRS 102
& Atrium
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cont’d

PUBLIC ART ESSENTIALS: FOUNDATION STONES FOR SUCCESS
Presenters: William Cochran, Teresa Cochran
This presentation and discussion on strategic, principles and best practices in public art focuses
on topics that are not generally part of existing resources or how-to guides, yet are important
keys to long-term success for artists, sponsors, administrators, stakeholders and the public.
These essentials can strengthen most public art processes and programs, supporting the longterm success of the artwork and the community itself. Examples shown will include projects
drawn from the panelists’ combined six decades of experience in the public art field.
MSAC INFO SESSION II FOR ARTS ORGANIZATIONS
Presenters: Camille Delaney-McNeil, Calida Jones, Khandeya Sheppard, Jared Perry
Staff from the Maryland State Arts Council (MSAC) will share an overview of resources and
opportunities available to independent artists, including: Creativity Grants, Independent
Artist Awards, Heritage Awards, Folklife Apprenticeships, Public Art Across Maryland Grants,
Emergency Grants, and Professional Development Opportunity Grants. Staff will also review
the process for joining the MSAC Touring and Teaching Artist rosters, professional development
offerings, and plans resulting from a year-long process of developing an artist employment
initiative. Goals for participants include: 1) gaining a greater understanding of the opportunities
that are available through MSAC to fund or inform artists’ work; 2) making connections with MSAC
staff; 3) removing barriers to accessing public funds and resources by getting answers to questions
about MSAC opportunities. MSAC staff also hope to gain insights about the accessibility of
MSAC’s programs and the transparency of its processes through dialogue with participants.

ARTIST BAZAAR AND NETWORKING EVENT

JUNE 10

DAY TWO

9:00am–10:00am
Room: Dance Tech 231

BREAKFAST

10:00am–11:00am

SESSION TIME BLOCK 5

Room: 107

UNDERSTANDING THE IMPORTANCE OF FOLKLIFE INVESTIGATION AS A
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AND AUDIENCE DEVELOPMENT TOOL
Presenters: Kibibi Ajanku
Purpose: Building Cultural Competency Within the Arts Sector while Building Back to Greater
Capacity This 60-minute session will include a focused presentation highlighting research
findings followed by a dynamic conversation about the importance of community engagement
to build a strong and inclusive arts sector post pandemic. Through an exciting new Urban
Arts Leadership curriculum component, Kibibi Ajanku currently enfolds Folklore training as a
curriculum component of GBCA’s Urban Arts Leadership training initiative for emerging leaders
of Color. This component is the UAL Field School. It is a deepened approach to impressing the
importance of community engagement.

Room: 234

FRAMING THE ALL-IMPORTANT “ASK” IN A GRANT PROPOSAL
Presenter: Amy L. Bernstein		
The purpose of this hour-long session is to familiarize participants with the components of a
strong “ask” statement within a grant proposal. I will provide a brief overview of the entire grant
proposal (via PowerPoint) before we zero in on the primary “ask,” aka, the needs statement. This
scene-setting will take about 20 minutes. The remaining 40 minutes will have participants draft a
1- or 2-paragraph needs statement. They may do this work individually or in small teams. We will
then share and discuss as many examples as time permits. We will conclude with a summary of
take-aways. Participants are strongly encouraged to bring a laptop or paper and pen for writing.

Room: 108

MARKETING BEST PRACTICES FOR INDEPENDENT ARTISTS
Presenter: Jim Doran		
Our evolving digital world is noisy, crowded, competitive and sometimes confusing. This
discussion will cover why it’s more important than ever to have an artist web presence, and
helpful strategies to manage content, promotion and social media. Specifically, the following
topics will be addressed: Domain names, hosting, choosing a content management system,
integrating social media, search engine optimization, and a case study of using WordPress.

LIVE COFFEE WITH THE COUNCIL
Presenter: Maryland State Arts Council
Join the Maryland State Arts Council (MSAC) staff including Executive Director Steven
Skerritt-Davis and councilors for a live edition of Coffee with the Council, the current iteration
of the popular series of virtual conversations that MSAC began offering at the beginning of
the pandemic as a way for the arts community to connect and share. This hour-long facilitated
conversation will be participant-driven, so attendees are encouraged to bring questions and
ideas for MSAC as well as questions and examples of inspiring work to share. Participant goals
include: 1) sharing, hearing, and giving input on ideas for MSAC staff and council; 2) removing
barriers to accessing public funds and resources by getting answers to questions about MSAC
opportunities; 3) making connections with artists, arts leaders, and community members with
similar aims for the arts sector; 4) gaining inspiration from fellow artists and arts leaders.

#Mdartssummit2022
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10:00am–11:00am

SESSION TIME BLOCK 5

Room: 132

PITCHING YOUR CREATIVE IDEA: THE PATH TO FUNDING, SKILL
DEVELOPMENT, AND ARTISTIC IDENTITY
Presenter: Zane Forshee, Christina Manceor, Robin McGinness | Peabody Institute
This case study session focuses on the development of Pitching Your Creative Idea at the
Peabody Institute of Johns Hopkins. Designed for performing and creative artists, the course
covers the impact of grants in an artistic career, how to research grant opportunities, and
strategies to develop competitive projects with compelling materials. In this session, the
creators of Pitching Your Creative Idea will discuss: The entrepreneurial skills gap that inspired
Pitching Your Creative Idea The creation and evolution of the course Key components of grant
writing that are covered Helpful grant writing resources available to the greater community
(including how to access the upcoming Pitching Your Creative Idea Open Education Resource)
Outcomes Peabody has seen as the course has become established within the curriculum.

Room: Black Box 127

STORY SEEDS: SOWING COMMUNITY
Presenters: Megan Lovely
How can stories encourage investment in our communities? Rooted in the flow of exchange
embodied in farmers’ markets, this workshop invites participants to share stories in connection
to their local food communities. Through Story Circles and art-making, participants will explore
the reciprocal relationships formed in the exchange of stories, how these relationships can
strengthen the community as a whole, and how stories can be seeds for change. Localism,
community-based theater, and emergent strategy will be woven into the dialogue, informing
conversations about story and food sovereignty. Reflective writing will bookend the workshop,
measuring the extent to which participants’ consciousness of their community has developed.
Participants will conclude the workshop thinking about what action they want to take with
their stories. If what we pay attention to grows, then how can the intentional storying of our
communities change who and what is at the table?

11:15am–12:15pm

SESSION TIME BLOCK 6

Room: 234

PUPPETRY, MASKS AND CRANKIES
Presenter: Maura Dwyer, Sheila Gaskins, Tara Cariaso
We aim to expose new intergenerational audiences to traditional art forms through teaching
artist workshops, panel presentations, and collaborative performances. This particular panel
opportunity will be a part of a larger series with workshops throughout the summer and a
culminating event in October. Keeping in mind the impact the pandemic has had on learning and
mental health, we will create a liberated space for storytelling and art-making that accommodates
various learning styles, while fostering compassionate critical dialogue with our peer artist
communities to reconnect and reimagine how these artforms take shape in our region. The goal
of the panel will be to share how we are doing this (our pedagogy) and inspire others.

Room: 123

Room: 108
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INTERPLAY: FACILITATING CHANGE AND GROWTH THROUGH
INDIVIDUAL AND COLLABORATIVE ARTMAKING
Presented by: Elizabeth Kendall
The interplay of opposites in artmaking is well known. Shadow cannot exist without light, volume
requires line. This same interdependence exists within organizations as well: effective groups
need the engagement of strong, self-aware individuals. In this session we will create individual
paper sculptures and collaborative collages. As we create we will explore how creative activities
and processes essential to artmaking can foster awareness of self and others, building cohesive
groups and facilitating change.
WE ARE NOT ALL MURALISTS
Presenter: Alanah Nichole Davis
In this session participants will define Community Art for themselves and navigate a theme of
what it means to dabble in Community Engagement as independent artists, arts organizations and
funders rooted in an idea that murals are not the ONLY intervention that can bring communities
together, beautify or bring pride to Baltimore’s youth and adults alike.

Room: 229

CREATING YOUR OWN LANE: A ROADMAP FOR EMERGING AND
RE-EMERGING ARTISTS
Presented by: Olu Woods, Mia Musa
Spiritual and practical tools for activating or reinvigorating the creative career you are called
to do. Artists are well known for juggling: non arts and art-related careers, art career activities
with art making, non career stuff with career stuff. Perhaps you are an emerging artist or you
have transitioned to new things or want to resurrect some aspects of your artist self and this is a
great time to address your foundations. Join a community for Listening, Visioning, Synthesizing,
Aligning, Communicating, Designing and Executing. Artists, curators and institutions can thrive
by playing by their own rules and creating a lane for themselves. Even better, we can learn
from past strategies and challenges to move things forward. We will leave this conversation
with the very tools necessary. Participants can access our Creating Your Own Lane workbook.
Workshop Elements include Historical, spiritual and practical pep talk Provide context to goals
and process Give concrete tools 4 realizing goals The Intergalactic Conspiracy to Spread Your
Creative Concept: an assessment of alternative wealth and spiritual tools to think BIGGER
Planning Tools from vision boards to mission statements to business plans Idea Open Mic where
participants can get feedback on their ideas or projects no matter what stage they are in.

Room: 132

THE STORM IS PASSING OVER- MARYLAND AFRICAN AMERICAN MUSIC
FROM RECONSTRUCTION TO CIVIL RIGHTS
Presenter: Matthew Adelberg
Participants will review the Peabody Institute Library online resources, “The Storm is Passing
Over- African American Music in Maryland from Reconstruction to Civil Rights” and “Sounds
and Stories”- audio and video interviews with contemporary Maryland based Black musicians,
composers, performers and teachers; discuss ways to integrate this rich legacy into our work as
educators, composers, performer and presenters; and consider opportunities to collaborate in
these efforts going forward.

Room: 107

DISRUPTIVE FUTURISM WITH AFRO HOUSE
Presenters: Afro House
Alisha and Scott Patterson of Afro House discuss their approach to storytelling through an
Afrofuturistic lense. Experience how Afro House harnesses the power of communal futurism
through the 100 Year Symposium and their cosmic journey creating Cloud Nebula, the epic sci-fi
Afrofuturistic opera ballet.

12:00pm–2:30pm
Room: Dance Cube
& Tech

ARTIST BAZAAR

12:15pm–1:30pm
Room: 123

LUNCH

2:00pm–3:00pm
Room: PT 103

CLOSING

“THE TRUTH IN THIS ART” LIVE AT UMBC
Presenter: Rob Lee-Podcast, Zoe Lintzeris
A 40-minute podcast interview with an artist discussing their artistic journey, process and
life story. Hosted by cultural curator and host of Truth In This Art Rob Lee.

AFRO HOUSE PERFORMANCE “KOJO ASTRONAUT”
Presenters: Afro House
In the great beyond of space resides Kojo Astronaut, a cosmic shaman traversing the multiverse,
fueled by voice, piano, and a Fender Rhodes. His offerings consist of protest music written
through an Afrofuturistic lens. This performance is about love, liberation and the ways in
which we navigate our relationship to our planet, our solar system and beyond. Composed and
performed by pianist Scott Patterson, the blend of classical, soul and rock music are futuristic,
emotive and luxuriant.
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Afro House
Founded in 2011, Afro House creates art that disrupts and transforms the human imagination,
providing fresh eyes to view both past and present, challenging artist and audience to
create a better future. This work is done through live performances, such as the Afro House
Concert Series, theatrical productions featuring Afro House’s Astronaut Symphony, film and
collaborations with other organizations and artists. Learn more at www.afrohouse.org and IG @
afrohousebaltimore.
Joel Bratton Jr.
Dr. Joel Bratton Jr. is native of Baltimore, the CEO and Founder of Project Hope Educational
Consultants and a fierce champion for underserved and vulnerable populations. Dr. Bratton’s
research focuses on Black Male Achievement and Community Engagement in P-20 and
Underserved Black Male Success in Community College and the Success of Black Male
Mentoring Programs at Community Colleges and Universities. In addition to his research,
Dr. Bratton has authored and contributed to several books and published peer reviewed
articles. While teaching on the collegiate level, Dr. Bratton served as an education reviewer
for Education and Urban Society (EUS) to evaluate peer review articles for publication. Dr.
Bratton’s highly anticipated memoir, “Where I Started is Not Where I Will Finish” is an engaging
exploration of life’s journeys and the moments that define us. Dr. Bratton has worked in public
education for over 25 years with Baltimore City Public School System in several capacities. In
addition, Dr. Bratton has participated in several Black male initiatives, including Baltimore’s My
Brother’s Keeper Initiative (MBK-Baltimore) and programs focusing on fatherhood. Dr. Bratton
received a Bachelor of Science in Business Management from West Virginia State College (now
University), and a Master of Science in Human Service Administration with a concentration in
Children and Family Counseling from Coppin State University. He earned his doctoral degree
in Community College Leadership from Morgan State University. Dr. Bratton enjoys serving
his community with his organization, Project Hope Educational Consultants and his fraternity,
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Inc. Dr. Bratton is involved on several boards, Black Girls Dive and
the National Philharmonic Orchestra and a participate in the Board Pipeline Leadership
Development Training Program. Dr. Bratton enjoys family time, reading, riding his bicycle
attending sporting events, cooking and the outdoors.
Tyler Clifford
As a member of the Artistic Planning curatorial team, Tyler Clifford (he/him) works to highlight
and expand opportunities for emerging artists and arts leaders at The University of Maryland
and its surrounding communities. Tyler’s curatorial and administrative areas of focus include
global music; Vital Signs: Creative Arts for Black Lives Mini-Grants, which provides funding
and resources to UMD student artists; the Clarice’s multidisciplinary arts festival known as
NextNOW Fest; and The Clarice’s participation in campus traditions including Maryland
Day and Homecoming. Tyler joined The Clarice in 2018 as Assistant Artistic Administrator
supporting the administrative operations of the department, special events, and development
projects. Before coming to The Clarice, Tyler served local artists and community members
at Pyramid Atlantic Art Center located in the Gateway Arts District of Hyattsville, MD. Tyler’s
work focused on implementing outreach strategies, maintaining relationships with community
partners and serving as a primary grant writer and researcher. In addition, Tyler served as a
special event producer for annual fundraising events, gallery exhibitions and artist talks. Tyler
also served a full-time, one year term as an AmeriCorps VISTA leader working on community
engagement initiatives. During this year of service, Tyler specialized in expanding the capacity
of nonprofit organizations as well as cultivating relationships between local stakeholders and
organizations to collectively build a thriving and engaging arts ecosystem in Prince George’s
County. Tyler teaches creative writing and studio art workshops for both youth and adult
learners, volunteers with local nonprofit organizations and arts-based initiatives in the DMV and
has served as a panelist and workshop facilitator with an emphasis on arts activism and zines
at the Library of Congress National Book Festival. Tyler holds a B.A. in English Literature and
Language and minors in Creative Writing and Human Development and Quantitative Research
Methods from the University of Maryland, College Park. Tyler is inspired by the transformative
nature of arts-based experiences and the empowerment and catharsis achieved through
creative expression. With this inspiration, he works to cultivate inclusive spaces that celebrate
the inherent creativity within us all.
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Alanah Nichole Davis
Alanah Nichole Davis is a mother, essay & columnist, cultural worker, social designer, and
philanthropist from The Bronx, NY based in Baltimore MD. Davis earned her Master of Arts
in Social Design at Maryland Institute College of Art in 21’ and is affectionately referred to
as Baltimore’s Godmother for her ability to foster, support, love, and build everything she
touches. Davis is a Leslie King Hammond Graduate Fellow, a 2020 Maryland Delaware and DC
Press Association award winner and a 2021 recipient of the Fred Lazarus Leadership for Social
Change award. Her written witticisms surrounding love, race, womanhood, and being a human
have gone viral online in perfect millennial fashion and are also in print to match her old soul.
David Olawuyi Fakunle, Ph.D.
David Olawuyi Fakunle, Ph.D. is a self-described “mercenary for change,” willing to employ
any talent and occupy any space to elevate anyone who feels divested from their truest self,
particularly People of Color. David earned a Ph.D. from the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School
of Public Health, where he is currently Associate Faculty in the Mental Health department,
and serves as Adjunct Faculty at the University of Florida Center for Arts in Medicine. David’s
research interests include stressors within the built environment, manifestations of institutional
racism in society, and the utilization of arts and culture to strengthen health, equity, and
ultimately liberation.
Zane Forshee
Zane Forshee serves as the Marc C. von May Distinguished Chair of Professional Studies,
Director of Peabody LAUNCHPad, and is a guitar faculty member of the Peabody
Conservatory of the Johns Hopkins University. Zane’s work as an artist has led to appearances
worldwide including: the Palacete de Amezúa (Madrid), the Joseph Joachim Konzertsaal
(Berlin), the Library of Congress (Washington, D.C.), and the Chimei Museum (Taiwan). His
wide-ranging collaborative projects include choreographer danah bella, breath artist Shodekeh,
percussionist and composer Gene Koshinski, film composer Christian Biegai, and an upcoming
project with hip-hop artist Wendel Patrick. Zane’s most recent recording, Valenciano: Guitar
Works of Asencio, Esplá & Rodrigo, reached Number 1 on Amazon’s Classical Music Chart
and No. 6 on Billboard’s Classical Crossover chart. He also is the recipient of a Fulbright
and Independent Artist Award from the Maryland State Arts Council. Zane has presented
masterclasses, key notes, guest lectures, and workshops at the Royale Conservatoire of
Scotland, San Francisco Conservatory of Music, Staffordshire University, North Carolina School
for the Arts, University of Edinburgh, St. Olaf College, and the Cleveland Institute of Music,
among others. Of him, Baltimore City Paper writes: “As the old adage goes, those who cannot
do, teach. Apparently Zane Forshee didn’t get the memo. . . do not miss out on the chance to
learn a thing or two from the man who makes music his life in the classroom and on stage.”
Adiante Franszoon
I was born and raised in the Amazon basin rainforest in Suriname, on the north coast of South
America in a Saamacca Maroon village, one of many communities established by my ancestors,
enslaved Africans, who escaped from plantations on the coast beginning in the late 1600s.
I learned woodcarving from my father and relatives when I was a young boy. I came to the
United States in 1968 to get an American education, as I did not have the opportunity to attend
school when I was growing up. I moved to Baltimore in 1972 and earned a BS in Economics
from the University of Baltimore. After the war in Suriname in the 1980s, when I realized I
would live mostly in the US, I decided to make a business integrating my traditional craft with
modern furniture and artwork design. The designs are inspired by my tradition but are my
own conceptions, what I see in my minds eye, what the wood suggests to me. In the culture I
grew up in, art is part of everyday life. We believe in making the “ordinary” things we use every
day, beautiful. I try to apply that in my work today- everyone deserves to have beauty and
craftsmanship in their surroundings, whether its mosaic wood jewelry, furniture, wall art, cutting
boards or the many custom items clients may order.
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Jane Hirshberg
In her role as Artistic Planning Program Director at The Clarice, Jane Hirshberg is a key member
of the curatorial team and is the primary program design generator and leader of all initiatives,
projects and programs in the area of campus and community engagement. She also facilitates
programming in the areas of dance and theater for the Visiting Artist Series and for Artist in
Residence programs. While she has been at UMD she has been instrumental in establishing two
campus/community working groups, each with the focus of integrating creative expression into
conversations and activities about social justice. They are Campus Fabric, which leverages the
combined experience of multiple campus organizations with longstanding connections to the local
community, aiming to elevate the role of community engagement into the fabric of UMD life; and
the BSU/UMD Social Justice Alliance, a collaboration of campus and community organizations that
are co-curating events to bring together UMD and Bowie State University, triggered by a tragic hate
crime resulting in the murder of a BSU student by a UMD student. n 2014, Jane led the design of
a new program for locally based artists called NextLOOK, providing professional development,
funding and access to space for making work with a social justice and audience engagement frame.
Shanye Huang
Shanye Huang was born and raised in a Zhuang Ethnic family in Guangxi, Southwest China,
a region known for its vibrant folk arts. Huang’s art connects his southern Chinese folkloric
heritage with the disciplined skills of Chinese academic painting and western contemporary art
concepts. His master work titled, “Tapestry of Dreams”, had inspired American musician Silas
Huff to create a 30-minute dance symphony and was then made into a ballet that premiered
in NYC in 2009. His work, Blessing, was chosen to be part of an international exhibition “On
Being Human” in Los Angeles in 2011 with works by renowned artists such as Warhol, Dali,
and Rembrandt, examining the common themes across several cultures through centuries.
Huang has received numerous awards including being a grant recipient of the MD Creative Art
Projects, the NY Fund for Contemporary Art Grant, and the Unite State Artists Foundation.
His work has been featured and reviewed internationally including The Washington Post, The
Los Angeles Times, Art News, CTV news, and the Fine Art of China. Huang’s art has exhibited
widely at venues including the International Museum of Art in Texas, Bongiani Art Museum in
Italy, National Fine Art Museum of China in Beijing. Shanye Huang graduated with honors from
both the Guangxi Arts Institute and the Central Academy of Fine Arts in China. He became an
American citizen after being awarded a permanent US visa under an “outstanding artist” status
in 1995. He now lives and works in Montgomery County, Maryland.
Melanie Kincaid
Melanie Kincaid, Marketing & Communications Manager, joined the Anne Arundel County
Food Bank in April 2021 with more than 20 years of service to nonprofit organizations. Kincaid
focused her career on communications management and fund development, and worked over
a broad spectrum of missions including workforce development, affordable housing, the arts,
environmental education and stewardship, and child care advocacy. Kincaid received her BA
in Business Administration from Baldwin-Wallace University, OH and Master of Environmental
Studies from The Evergreen State College, WA. She has a passion for serving her community
and exploring the natural wonders of the world.
Zoë Lintzeris
Zoë Lintzeris is a visual artist and certified Arts in Health specialist. Founded on her previous
work in journalism and research, her painting and photography explore the human psyche
within urban and rural environments. Love, loss and resistance are key themes within her
practice, and her artwork has been showcased on feature shoot, The Stuttering Foundation,
and more. In 2019, she showcased her third conceptual-documentary photos series, “The
Maskyoulinity Project”, at her third solo show in New York City. She has also exhibited in
several group installations — including those at Maryland Art Place, Clover’s Fine Art Gallery,
Point Green Studios, and 222 Bowery — and her pieces reside in private collections throughout
North America and Europe. As a specialist and consultant, she teaches art techniques that
unify creativity and well-being in personal sessions and group workshops. She speaks on the
intersection of arts, well-being and neuroaesthetics for panels and seminars, having designed
and led the first Arts in Health program, “Art To The People”, in Baltimore City. She continues
to work with private clients, nonprofits, and healthcare organizations throughout the United
States, and is developing the world’s first Arts in Health residency and retreat space in Greece.
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Christina Manceor
Christina Manceor is a percussionist, career educator, and entrepreneur who integrates
problem solving and collaboration to enhance and innovate experiences for students,
audiences, and arts organizations. Currently, she works at the Peabody Conservatory as
Assistant Director of LAUNCHPad (career services), and serves as adjunct Professional
Studies faculty for Peabody’s innovative Breakthrough Curriculum. As a Baltimore-based
freelance percussionist, she pursues artistic collaborations in a variety of genres and styles. As
an educator passionate about helping emerging artists further their careers, Christina enjoys
teaching both artistic and professional skills. In addition to her work designing and teaching
Professional Studies courses at Peabody, she is a career coach at the conservatory and
manages experiential learning programs, grants, and other resources for students and alumni.
She was previously percussion faculty at Mount St. Mary’s University, and her experience
in music education spans over a decade of private percussion instruction. As a performer,
Christina is co-founder of the flute and percussion group Duo Sila, and also performs with
the samba band Bateria Terra Maria and the jazz/funk/soul fusion band the Kris Johnson
Group. Additionally, Christina’s extensive background in performing arts management informs
her work as both a performer and educator, having previously served as Managing Director
of Community Concerts at Second, and co-founded About\face, a cross-genre and crossdisciplinary concert series in Baltimore. Christina is currently pursuing an EdD at the JHU
School of Education, specializing in Entrepreneurial Leadership in Education. She holds music
performance degrees from Peabody Conservatory and the University of Michigan.
Robin McGinness
Robin McGinness is an operatic baritone and career coach interested in finding ways to use
theater and games to facilitate professional development, self-management for performers,
art song house concerts, and modernizing the operatic repertoire. Currently an instructor of
Professional Studies at the Peabody Institute, McGinness helped create core classes of the
Breakthrough Curriculum, Building a Brand and Portfolio, and Pitching Your Creative Idea. A
staff member of LAUNCHPad, Peabody’s career services office, since 2015, McGinness has
invested years in helping both undergraduate and graduate students prepare for their lives
after school. McGinness also co-hosts MaxQ, Peabody LAUNCHPad’s podcast focused on
exploring what life is like for recent Peabody graduates. As a baritone soloist, McGinness has
performed in the Kennedy Center Concert Hall and Carnegie Hall’s Stern Auditorium. Other
recent performances include Carmina Burana with Maryland Symphony Orchestra, Duruflé
Requiem with the Peabody Symphony Orchestra, and Brahms Requiem with The Washington
Chorus, a performance praised by the Washington Post for its “warm baritone.” McGinness
holds degrees from Oberlin Conservatory and the Peabody Institute. Previously, McGinness
has been a resident artist at Opera Theater St. Louis, Pittsburgh Festival Opera, Teatro Nuovo,
and Bel Canto at Caramoor and was the Baritone Studio Artist in the Arizona Opera Marion
Roose Pullin Opera Studio. An award-winning performer, McGinness placed first in the Sylvia
Greene Vocal Competition, second in the Piccola Opera Competition, and received the
Patricia A. Edwards Award in the Annapolis Opera Vocal Competition.
Tariq O’Meally
Tariq Darrell O’Meally is an artist, producer, curator and community organizer searching for the
power within introspection and vulnerability in the African American body. He has pursued the
re-imagining of kinesthetic narratives as a means to resist and disrupt canonized stories that
have perpetuated the dehumanization of marginalized groups, specifically black people. He
seeks to synthesize those stories that will resonate in a way that is socially relevant, empathetic
and impactful. In his position as an Artistic Planning Coordinator for Dance, Theater, and Artist
Residencies at The Clarice Smith Performing Arts Center, Tariq Darrell O’Meally serves as
a steward of the Visiting Artist Series artistic vision and helps shape the strategic program
in collaboration with curatorial colleagues, staff, faculty and students. O’Meally has been
chosen as a 2022 NDP Advisor 2021 Rubys Artist Grantee, 2020-2022 Artist-In-Residence
at Dance Place and 2020 Site See Artists-in-Residence. In 2019 & 2021, O’Meally was an Art
Omi Resident Artist, as well as a 2018-2019 Halcyon Arts Lab Fellow. He also was a 201819 Joe’s Movement Emporium NextLOOK Artist and Dance Place’s 2017-18 New Releases
Commissioned Artist. He currently holds a BFA in Dance & Choreography from Virginia
Commonwealth University.
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Katherine Offutt
Katherine Offutt (she/her) is the Executive Director of Flying V. She is an Arts Administrator
with a background in development, constituent, and donor communications, and organizational
and operations analysis and restructuring. Important to her work is an intentional focus on the
experience of arts creation for artists and collaborators and the application of that lens on the
operations of the organizations she works with. Katherine joined Flying V in April of 2020; hired
originally to be Flying V’s first, full-time Managing Director. Katherine has an undergraduate
dual-degree in Music Theory and Anthropology from Dickinson College, and a Master’s in Arts
Management from American University. She came to Flying V with a professional background
in nonprofit administration, having previously worked in the Development departments of both
Opera Lafayette and Girl Scouts Nation’s Capital. Katherine has also worked freelance in the
local independent theatre community as a stage manager, production manager, and properties
designer. Previous collaborators include: Flying V, Monumental Theatre Company, Nu Sass,
Pinky Swear Productions, ALLY Theatre Company, NextStop Theatre Company, The Maryland
Renaissance Festival, Molotov Theatre Group, and LiveArtDC. She served three years on the
board of Silver Spring Stage in Silver Spring, MD and has worked in a consulting capacity for
a number of local community theatres and independent arts organizations on fundraising and
capacity building initiatives. Her academic research in new and developing leadership models
helped direct Flying V’s staff restructuring, and she continues to steward their transition.
Diane Wilbon Parks
Diane Wilbon Parks is a visual artist and poet, author of two poetry collections and a
Children’s Book. Diane is the founder of The Write Blend, a culturally diverse poetry circle,
and has been recognized as a Prince George’s County Poet of Excellence. She celebrated the
permanent installation of one of her poems and artwork as a permanent sign at the Patuxent
Research Refuge, North Tract. She created a logo for Poetry X Hunger which has appeared in
announcements, flyers, and is the cover art for the anthology of hunger-focused poetry. Diane’s
poetry and visual art has been widely featured and highlighted nationally, and internationally.
She has authored hunger-focused poems showcased in United Nations food security
newsletters and on the Poetry X Hunger website. Diane has been a longstanding literary
advocate and leader in the Literary and Visual Arts Community. Her poetry has been featured
in newsletters, online magazines, anthologies, and included in the International Anthology,
“Singing in the Dark,” and International Magazine, Wexford Women. Her interviews are included
in the 43rd and 44th Anniversary of Grace Cavalieri’s the Poet and the Poem at the Library of
Congress Diane is a USAF Veteran and Sr. IT Program Manager. She resides in Maryland.
Deborah Patterson
Community artist and Baltimore City resident, Deborah Patterson, founded nonprofit
ARTblocks in 2009 as a means for communities to create vibrant public spaces that are
uniquely their own. Their approach centers on Creative Placemaking--a grassroots, bottomup, incredibly inspiring, and astoundingly efficient process--that results in a comprehensive
list of projects for the community to complete over time. In other words, the opposite of the
old-school, top-down approach to working with communities. Deborah was trained in Creative
Placemaking by its originators, Project for Public Spaces (PPS), who developed the process
to transform NYC from a dangerous city in the 1970’s into the extraordinary city it is today.
ARTblocks is one of the first practitioners in the country to use it with local communities,
particularly underserved ones. The results of their work may be found throughout Baltimore
City, most notably in the five life-size elephant sculptures in Druid Hill Park that were created as
a traffic- calming measure by the neighboring communities. At the beginning of the process, one
of the participants stated that he had never been asked what he wanted in his neighborhood,
while another said that she had never participated in a creative project with her neighbors
before. Through Creative Placemaking, statements like that are thankfully a thing of the past.
Douglas Peach
Douglas (Doug) Peach is Folklife Specialist at Sandy Spring Museum, where he directs the Regional
Folklife Center for Montgomery County, Maryland. At the Museum, Peach works to sustain
and advance the traditional arts of Montgomery County through public programs and support
initiatives. Peach is also the staff liaison to the Regional Folklife Center’s Advisory Committee,
which provides community oversight and expertise for the work of the Regional Folklife Center.
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Tiffany Richardson
Violist Tiffany Richardson enjoys a multi-faceted career as a performer, administrator, teaching
artist, and entrepreneur. She appears regularly in venues such as the Kennedy Center, The
Music Center at Strathmore and Wolf Trap, along with juvenile detention centers throughout
the United States and communities in Central America. As Director of Community Engagement
with the National Philharmonic, she builds community initiatives that forge connections
between the arts and equity, activism, technology, and wellness. Tiffany is also a co-founder of
Sound Impact — a collective of musicians dedicated to empowering youth through innovative
music programs.
Jenn Ridgeway
Jennifer is a Theatre Teaching Artis/Consultant and the Owner of Yard Dramas. She holds an
MFA in Theatre for Youth (University of North Carolina, Greensboro), a BA in Acting (University
of Maryland, College Park), and a certificate from the University of Pennsylvania in Arts and
Culture Strategy. In 2021, she participated in the Anti-Racist Educators of the Arts Learning
Lab. A passionate arts advocate, Jennifer co-founded Teaching Artists of the Mid-Atlantic and
is committed to building an equitable arts ecosystem where artists thrive.
Chaz Salazar
Chicano flutist Chaz Salazar (he/him) uses music as a tool for social justice and community
building. He works at the intersections of musical activism, teaching artistry, and performance
to disrupt and dismantle the oppressive systems that continue to harm BIPOC/PGM
(People of the Global Majority). Currently, he is the Operations Manager for Quinteto Latino
(quintetolatino.org) and the Sphinx Orchestral Futurist in Residence & Interim Director of
Education with the National Philharmonic (nationalphilharmonic.org). Chaz began his musical
journey in a Title I school where his band director, Mr. Eddie Gaona, recognized his greatness.
Mr. Gaona referred Chaz to an afterschool music academy called Rosie’s House which provides
free lessons to under-resourced youth in Phoenix, AZ; this is where he received lessons from
8th grade through the end of high school studying with Judy Conrad. Now, Chaz is a proud
first generation college graduate with a BM and MM in Flute Performance from Arizona State
University and an Artist Diploma from the University of Cincinnati College-Conservatory of
Music (CCM). In an effort to catalyze racial equity in the orchestral ecosystem, Chaz created
the Youth Mentorship Program (YMP) for BIPOC/PGM students to have access to the
resources and assets of the symphony orchestra. YMP launched at the National Orchestral
Institute + Festival (NOI) in the Summer of 2021 where mentees were paired with members of
the NOI Philharmonic as their mentors and they participated in private lessons, masterclasses,
dress rehearsal observations, group workshops, and sharing and listening sessions. Chaz brough
YMP to the National Philharmonic and will be doing a second year at NOI this Summer 2022.
Michael Hunter Thompson
Michael Hunter Thompson grew up in Western Maryland and has spent the vast majority of
his life living in Cumberland, Maryland. He is a 1999 graduate of Allegany High School and has
a BA from Frostburg State University in Graphic Design. When Michael’s first daughter, Olivia
was born in 2010 he found himself drawn to photography. Utilizing his photoshop skills he
began entering photography competitions by submitting manipulated, layered and textured
imagery. The hobby quickly evolved into a passion, receiving awards as validation along the way.
Michael’s style took a quick turn after experimenting with cinematic staged photography. His
images are taken at nightfall and tell a story that connects with viewers. The storytelling allows
viewers the chance to decipher what may have happen before or after the moment captured
in the image. Recently, Michael used his staged photography techniques to organize an artistic
historical preservation project at his old high school, which was set to be razed. It brought
together hundreds of alumni and former staff, giving them one last positive shared experience
at their alma mater. Thompson then interviewed 100 of the participants about their high school
days, feelings of the project and what the historical building means to them. The images and
personal oral histories make up a self-published keepsake book created by Thompson. Michael
has been awarded two Independent Artist Awards from the Maryland State Arts Council as
well as many local, state and national awards and grants for his work.
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Khaleshia Thorpe-Price
Khaleshia Thorpe-Price is the Owner and Master Teaching Artist of Dramatic-Play. She has
worked in the field of arts education for over 20 years. She is a versatile creator and educator.
She aims to dazzle participants with the love of play and creative exploration. Khaleshia is the
Maryland Director for Teaching Artists of the Mid-Atlantic (TAMA), a network that advocates
for, empowers, and supports Teaching Artists throughout the Mid-Atlantic region. She has
a BA in Theater Arts from Morgan State University and an MA in Arts Management from the
University of Central Florida.
Jill Warzer
Jill Warzer holds a Bachelor’s degree in Music Education from the University of Vermont, a
Masters degree in Music Education with Kodaly Emphasis from Holy Names University and Orff
Schulwerk Level One certification. She has taught general and instrumental music, prek-12, in
Vermont, California, and served for 19 years in Baltimore City Schools, including nine years as
Music and Fine Arts Specialist. She currently serves on the Baltimore Arts Education Initiative
Advisory Board and the Baltimore City Public Schools Equity Advisory Council.

ABOUT MARYLAND CITIZENS FOR THE ARTS
Maryland Citizens for the Arts (MCA) is a statewide arts advocacy and education
organization. Founded over 40 years ago to provide “One Voice for all the Arts in
Maryland,” MCA works to highlight the role the arts play in the economic vitality of
the state and the increased quality of life they provide for all Marylanders. MCA is
committed to expanding the nonprofit arts sector through public investment and
service, thereby enhancing lifelong learning, quality of life, and economic vitality for
all Maryland citizens.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
ABOUT ARTS EDUCATION IN MARYLAND SCHOOLS
AEMS facilitates improving the quality of, and access to, arts education for all
Maryland public school students through an array of interrelated strategies including
supporting arts education policy and advocacy efforts, developing partnerships with
schools and school systems, disseminating information, convening the fields of arts
and education, organizing focused task forces, offering professional development for
teachers and artists, providing technical assistance through research and evaluation
tools, and hosting recognition programs.

Allison Weiss
Allison Weiss, Executive Director of Sandy Spring Museum, incorporates into her work a world
view she acquired while serving as a Peace Corps Volunteer in West Africa and obtaining a
master’s degree in cultural anthropology. She sees museums through the lens of a community
builder and has made a career of transforming local history museums into centers of community
engagement. Recognizing that the most valuable learning experience is one that is self-directed,
she has paved the way for individuals and organizations to co-create with the museum.

ABOUT MARYLAND STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
The Fine Arts Office of the Maryland State Department of Education promotes
meaningful engagement in arts education for all Maryland students by centering
excellence and equity. Through the statewide professional learning initiative,
Maryland Center for Creative Classrooms, the office services hundreds of arts
educators and classroom teachers annually. Recent successes include the First
Lady’s Student Art Exhibition, Best of Maryland Arts Education Festival, Maryland
Micro-Credentials, and the popular Maryland Masterclass Series that pairs arts
educators with world-class artists.

LEAD FUNDER
ABOUT MARYLAND STATE ARTS COUNCIL
Founded in 1967, the Maryland State Arts Council (MSAC) is an agency of the State
of Maryland Department of Commerce, Division of Tourism, Film and the Arts,
and encourages and invests in the advancement of the arts for all Marylanders. Its
grants and programs support artists and arts organizations in their pursuit of artistic
excellence, ensure the accessibility of the arts to all citizens, and promote statewide
awareness of arts resources and opportunities. MSAC awards grants to not-for-profit,
tax-exempt organizations and individual artists, and provides technical and advisory
assistance to individuals and groups. The agency is funded by an annual appropriation
from the State of Maryland and a grant from the National Endowment for the Arts.
MSAC may also receive contributions from private, non-governmental sources.

SUPPORTING FUNDERS
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